Why Do People Submit to Governments?
Editor’s Pick. Written by Mark Stoval for his personal blog.
One of the most important insights is that all political states, benign or tyrannical, exist on
a foundation of popular consent. The state is a coercive, aggressive monopoly managed by
a committee of armed parasites. Rothbard’s “gang of thieves writ large”. Governments are
populated by the power hungry who consume looted wealth and give us war, murder,
disorder, senseless regulations, and victimless criminal statutes instead of voluntary,
mutual cooperation. Inevitably any government grows consuming and blocking private
production and services until no production is left to deliver on the promises that politicians
make. As we approach the point where the promises are impossible to fulﬁl more and more
people will begin to see the fraud.
There is a battle shaping up in the world driven by the ever increasing failure of
governments to give the populous the booty that they have promised and instead given
them slavery and poverty. On one side we see the forces of archy (statism) which is
political rule and authority. On the other side we see its only alternative which is anarchy;
the absence of political rule. Some have said that this battle is the battle between
individualism and collectivism, between liberty and the state, between freedom and
slavery.
There are only two sides to the question of the state; you are for it or you are against it. It
does you no good to try to be in the middle and call for a “small state”. It is true that a
small, weak state is better than a strong, powerful one but it is still a gang of thieves writ
large. Experiment after experiment tells us that any attempt at a middle ground between
archy and anarchy is doomed to failure. It is our job to educate our fellow citizens of the
world to the true nature of the state; to turn them into enemies of the state and all it
represents.
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